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[1:33:19] [Session Two of Two: 10 March 2015]  



 
00:00: 00  Christine Brown [CB] lived in Balham for thirty six years. Comments on 

being a member of Balham library. Remarks on using Tooting library; 
smaller than Balham. Description of Battersea library. Comments on 
seeing elderly people, school groups and mothers with children, in the 
library. Remarks on husband having non-fiction books at home when 
CB’s children were growing up, but mainly reading newspapers. 

00:03:50  Mentions having read The Guardian, The Observer at home daily. 
Remarks on a phase of reading The Sunday Times in the 1970s. 
Remarks on not continuing this habit; getting too expensive, too much 
advertising and not reading it enough. Remarks on now reading The 
Guardian online. Mentions subscription to Australian newspaper online. 
Mentions The Australian. 

00:05:46  Description of reading to CB’s children. Description of photo of 
youngest child sitting on CB’s father’s lap and being read to. Remarks 
that every night a story would be read at bedtime. Mentions Jill Murphy, 
On the Way Home. Mentions a number of characters from books. 
Remarks on Ladybird series. Description of taking children to the 
library; children would choose which books they wanted to borrow.  

00:10:02  Story about CB’s mother’s interest in Georgette Heyer. Description of 
mother’s reading; an escape. Description of Georgette Heyer books; 
regency era, light, entertaining. Remarks on books being very 
expensive in Australia; would be borrowed from library, not many in 
CB’s childhood home. Comments on reading Georgette Heyer around 
aged seventeen; has not continued to read them. 

00:12:44  Discussion about the thriller genre; can keep your attention. 
Description of the work of Dorothy L. Sayers, P.D James, Peter 
Lindsay; discussion around class, historically interesting. Further 
description of Dorothy L. Sayers. Description of the 1980s TV series of 
Dorothy L. Sayers, Gaudy Night. Remarks on having Dorothy L. Sayers 
books in the house and re-reading them; The Nine Tailors was the first 
in the series that CB read. 

00:16:43  Discussion about P.D James. Comments on books becoming more 
difficult and preferring the earlier books. Description of meeting P.D 
James at church; conservative views, immaculately dressed. Remarks 
that P.D James and Dorothy L. Sayers had both been forced to be 
independent. Comments on P.D James’ husband.  

00:18:33  Discussion about CB’s interest in authors’ lives and biographies. 
Mentions Edmund De Waal, The Hare with the Amber Eyes. Mentions 
wanting to explore the Scandinavian genre. Mentions Donna Leon 
Venice series. Remarks on not liking violent thrillers.  

00:20:10  Description of what CB is looking to get out of a book; to be engrossed, 
nothing particularly deep, good language. Remarks on preferring 
classic novels. Further description of Donna Leon and social issues 
covered in the Venice series; refugees, trafficking, treatment of elderly 
people. Mentions continuing to read Neil MacGregor, Germany: 
Memories of a Nation.  

00:23:10  Lengthy plot description of last book read for the Balham book group; 
Richard Ford, Canada. [CB remarks that in previous interview session, 
this had been confused with Capital]  Remarks on not being able to 



attend the book group session on Canada despite reading and 
enjoying it.  

00:29:39  Further remarks on Hal Porter. Plot description of The Watcher on the 
Cast Iron Balcony. Further discussion on impact of finding out about 
author’s personal life. Comments that The Watcher on the Cast Iron 
Balcony was the first book by an Australian author that CB read.  

00:33:05  Discussion on Australian authors. Further description of Christos 
Tsiolkas, The Slap. Comments on recognising groups of people in the 
characters. Remarks that Australian society has changed since the 
society that Hal Porter lived in; Anglo-Irish. Remarks on liking books 
which describe warmth.  

00:36:21  Discussion of books in Africa and Indian sub-continent. Plot description 
of Arundhati Roy, The God of Small Things. Remarks on the setting of 
books being very important. Comments that The God of Small Things 
inspired CB to go to Kerela. Description of trip to Kerela. Remarks on 
recognising descriptions of setting from the book. Mentions Anita 
Desai. Remarks on Rohinton Mistry. Discussion about cultural 
familiarity and difference in books and pre-conceived ideas about 
different countries. Remarks that a reader may visit somewhere 
prompted by a book. 

00:42:48 Further plot description of titles mentioned in first interview session. 
Mentions Kate Greville, The Secret River; comments on being able to 
envisage the character’s journey. Mentions, again, Germany: 
Memories of a Nation influencing family history interest. Plot 
description of Rose Macauley letters to Father Johnson. Comments on 
how Rose Macauley comes across in her letters; conservative views on 
church. Remarks on not enjoying Rose Macauley, Towers of 
Trebizond. Remarks on not enjoying reading Charles Dickens; long, 
descriptive passages. Mentions reading Elizabeth Goudge, The Little 
White Horse and J. Meade Faulkner, Moonfleet in school and enjoying 
both. Brief plot description of another Elizabeth Goudge book; 
comments on being able to remember main character ironing their 
clothes. Plot description of Marilyn Robinson, Lila. Further description 
of Emma Healey, Elizabeth is Missing; comments on recognising the 
experience of relatives of someone with Alzheimer’s.  

00:55:45  Brief discussion on emotional responses to books. Comments on 
remembering laughing at books. Remarks on getting annoyed at bad 
English.  

00:56:27  [CB clarifies that Joseph Conrad book mentioned in Session One of 
this interview was The Secret Agent] Remarks on Joseph Conrad, The 
Secret Agent; comments on similarity to Canada, lack of dialogue and 
unusual style. 

00:58:54  Description of the type of reader CB is; leisure reader, influenced by 
radio reviews and book group. Remarks that through the book group 
CB discovers books she might not read otherwise. Mentions Anne 
Tyler, Digging to America. Anecdote on confusion over 
recommendation in book group.  

01:02:18  Discussion on learning to read as a child. Mentions not being able to 
read before school; starting school aged five. Mentions Betty and John 
series, comments on CB’s parents listening to CB read. Mentions 



Jeannie Gunn, We of the Never Never. Mentions the Snuggle pot and 
cuddlepie series. Remarks on Norman Lindsay, Billabong series. 
Remarks on reading Helen Wells and Julie Campbell Tatham, Cherry 
Ames series at home in her bedroom throughout her time at primary 
school. Anecdote about saving pocket money to buy Cherry Ames 
series. Comments that the Cherry Ames series were written to 
encourage American women to join the war effort as nurses.   

01:07:20  Description of where CB reads now; whilst eating, in the sitting room, in 
bed, in a coffee shop, waiting room, in the garden if warm and on city 
breaks. Remarks that libraries and parks not a conducive area for 
reading. Brief description of Balham library reading areas.  

01:09:09  Discussion of English children’s books. Mentions reading Enid Blyton, 
The Folk of Faraway Tree, The Secret Seven, The Famous Five. 
Remarks that they were not relatable; mentions class-consciousness. 
Brief description of the Enid Blyton books; hardback, illustrated. .  

01:13:35  Comments on reading books which win prizes. Further mention of The 
Slap and The Secret River; comments on publicity surrounding prize 
winners. 

01:14:24  Discussion about influence of books at different times of life. Remarks 
on Dorothy L. Sayers and other novels set in Britain offering attractive 
view of England. Mentions having English Grandfather. Remarks that 
novels set in India had a similar influence. Comments again on 
importance of setting.  

01:18:10  Detailed plot description of Edmund De Waal, The Hare with the Amber 
Eyes. Remarks on owning a copy of The Hare with the Amber Eyes; 
read in 2012, would read again. Brief description of pottery in the V&A. 

01:23:02  Comments on friend living in small flat, buying books and then giving 
them to Oxfam charity shops. 

01:23:23  Discussion about Balham book group. Comments on wanting to be 
introduced to different genres. Mentions wanting, and finding, equality 
amongst participants. Mentions process of book selection. Remarks on 
flexibility of attendance. Brief description of members’ previous groups; 
participants taking turns to host at their own house, two books each 
week, not meeting as regularly as current Balham group.  

 
 
 

 

01:28:20  Discussion on record keeping of books read and response to them. 
Remarks on changes in trends and reading tastes as a result of book 
group membership. Comments on book group members wanting 
participants to read books by authors of their own nationality.    

01:31:10  Reflection on interview process and memories discussed throughout.  
 
1:33:19 [End of Session Two] [END OF INTERVIEW] 
 


